
Sensation Emotion Wheel 

This text is based on Gloria Wilcox's Feeling Wheel and is used for informational purposes.

Name:

Age:           Gender:



Reflection:

How do the emotions you found on the Sensation Emotion Wheel relate to your recent 
experiences?

What physical sensations do you feel with each emotion? Do you notice any patterns?

How does your body express different emotions?

What triggers certain emotions for you? Can you identify any common situations or thoughts?



Which coping strategies do you find most helpful? How will you incorporate them into your 
daily life?

Additional Notes:


	undefined: Reflecting on the Sensation Emotion Wheel, I find that many of the emotions resonate with recent experiences. For instance, feelings of being let down and frustrated have surfaced in my interactions at work, while moments of excitement and creativity have emerged during my personal projects.
	undefined_2: Each emotion on the wheel seems to evoke its own set of physical sensations. When feeling sad or lonely, I notice a heaviness in my chest and a lethargic feeling in my limbs. Conversely, moments of joy and excitement bring about a fluttering sensation in my stomach and a surge of energy throughout my body.
	undefined_3: My body often serves as a mirror to my emotions. When I'm angry, my jaw clenches, and my fists tighten. Conversely, moments of peace and contentment are expressed through relaxed shoulders and a soft smile.


	undefined_4: Reflecting on past experiences, I've noticed that feelings of rejection and insecurity often arise in situations where I feel uncertain or vulnerable. Similarly, moments of joy and excitement are often sparked by engaging in activities I'm passionate about or spending time with loved ones.
	undefined_5:  I've found that practicing mindfulness and deep breathing helps me navigate through moments of stress and anxiety. Additionally, engaging in creative outlets such as writing or painting allows me to channel my emotions in a constructive way. 
	undefined_6: It's fascinating to explore the intricate relationship between emotions and physical sensations. By understanding how different emotions manifest in my body, I feel better equipped to navigate through life's ups and downs.
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